Autism is usually diagnosed in childhood on the basis of early impairment in reciprocal communication and social interaction, stereotypic behaviors, late or poor language development, or intellectual retardation. However, subjects with mild forms of autism, with normal or above-average intelligence, may reach high levels of functioning, developing in some cases excellent abilities in restricted areas, and may be undiagnosed until adulthood or misdiagnosed as having other mental disorders. Growing interest has been devoted in the last several years to the adult courses of these conditions, previously labelled as Asperger’s disorder (AD) and recently merged into the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in the Fifth Edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), along with growing literature indicating that they are associated with high rates of comorbidity with anxiety, mood, psychotic, and trauma- and stress-related disorders and with suicidal behaviors.1–3

While DSM-5 made the attempt to fill the gaps between diagnostic categories by applying a spectrum approach to neurodevelopmental disorders, ASD diagnostic criteria may still be not sensitive enough to detect some adult forms with no intellectual or language disability and characterized by mild impairment in interpersonal and empathic functions, such as attuning and socialization, leading to isolation and social phobias. Individuals with such forms, lying at the boundaries of ASD, might be easily misdiagnosed as having a wide range of personality disorders (eg, schizoid, schizotypal, avoidant, dependent, borderline) or unspecified schizophrenia spectrum disorders and other psychotic disorders.

Looking back at Asperger’s original descriptions, he focused on some stable autistic traits, often associated with special abilities, referring to Eugen Bleuler’s concept of autism as a fundamental symptom of schizophrenia and somehow recalling Jung’s “introvert” psychological type and Kretschmer’s “schizoid psychopathy.” Since entering the DSM in 1994, AD has lost the distinctiveness of Asperger’s first observations. Moreover, diagnostic criteria have mostly referred to the childhood course rather than to the adult clinical phenotype. From this perspective, there is no blame for dropping AD as a separate category in DSM-5. However, Asperger’s work should be revised within a coherent adult autism spectrum model that is currently supported by both clinical and neurobiological data.

Consistent with Asperger’s intuition, it has been proposed that a neurodevelopmental deviation may represent the common vulnerability factor for most mental disorders (eg, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), as suggested by their clinical overlap, familial co-aggregation, and shared genetic risk factors with ASD. Along with this hypothesis, genetic and environmental factors would act together to cause a neurodevelopmental deviation, the timing, severity, and anatomical location of which determine a gradient of neurotypicality underlying different mental conditions.4 Somehow consistent with this hypothesis, it has been proposed that mental disorders should be reformulated as pathologies of the whole-brain organization, or “globalopathies,” rather than disturbances of a discrete neural network.5,6 If a global, brain-based physiopathology must be hypothesized for psychiatric conditions,7 this might involve neurodevelopmental processes and the extent to which the brain is neurotypic. This idea is also in line with some new and intriguing perspectives derived from neurobiological studies that have raised the hypothesis that schizophrenia could be considered a late-onset neurodevelopmental disorder,8 or the late stage of one,9 rather than an early-onset neurodegenerative disease, as initially suggested by the Kraepelinian definition of dementia praecox.

Interestingly, growing bodies of data indicate that ASD often remains unrecognized until adulthood, coming to clinical attention only when other mental disorders arise,
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Asperger's original descriptions, he focused on some stable autistic traits, often associated with special abilities, referring to Eugen Bleuler’s concept of autism as a fundamental symptom of schizophrenia and somehow recalling Jung’s “introvert” psychological type and Kretschmer’s “schizoid psychopathy.” Since entering the DSM in 1994, AD has lost the distinctiveness of Asperger’s first observations. Moreover, diagnostic criteria have mostly referred to the childhood course rather than to the adult clinical phenotype. From this perspective, there is no blame for dropping AD as a separate category in DSM-5. However, Asperger’s work should be revised within a coherent adult autism spectrum model that is currently supported by both clinical and neurobiological data.

Consistent with Asperger’s intuition, it has been proposed that a neurodevelopmental deviation may represent the common vulnerability factor for most mental disorders (eg, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), as suggested by their clinical overlap, familial co-aggregation, and shared genetic risk factors with ASD. Along with this hypothesis, genetic and environmental factors would act together to cause a neurodevelopmental deviation, the timing, severity, and anatomical location of which determine a gradient of neurotypicality underlying different mental conditions.4 Somehow consistent with this hypothesis, it has been proposed that mental disorders should be reformulated as pathologies of the whole-brain organization, or “globalopathies,” rather than disturbances of a discrete neural network.5,6 If a global, brain-based physiopathology must be hypothesized for psychiatric conditions,7 this might involve neurodevelopmental processes and the extent to which the brain is neurotypic. This idea is also in line with some new and intriguing perspectives derived from neurobiological studies that have raised the hypothesis that schizophrenia could be considered a late-onset neurodevelopmental disorder,8 or the late stage of one,9 rather than an early-onset neurodegenerative disease, as initially suggested by the Kraepelinian definition of dementia praecox.

Interestingly, growing bodies of data indicate that ASD often remains unrecognized until adulthood, coming to clinical attention only when other mental disorders arise,
often prompted by a breakdown of relations, such as a parent’s death or other life events and changes, leading to challenging diagnostic procedures. This is likely the case of ASD patients with comorbid complex posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) who may be diagnosed as borderline personality disorder, while the ASD goes unrecognized. The same idea applies to those ASD adults with comorbid mood disorders who are often diagnosed as schizophrenics because of the atypical mood episodes and inter-episodic behavioral patterns related to ASD. Moreover, ASD seems to contribute to impulsive suicidal behaviors in the context of many different comorbid mental disorders.

We suggest an adult autism spectrum (AdAS) model that would encompass not only threshold-level symptoms but also mild and atypical manifestations, behavioral traits, and personality features associated with the DSM-5 ASD diagnostic category. These may, or may not, interfere with overall functioning and quality of life, ending in the continuum of normality and even including positive aspects of neuroatypicality and some hyper-adaptive features such as originality, creativity, divergent thinking, thus overcoming the distinction between symptom and trait.

From a clinical standpoint, we hypothesize that the use of the AdAS model will help both to detect high-risk subjects before they develop other mental disorders, and to identify ASD-colored clinical presentations in the context of these latter, when a mild/subthreshold autism spectrum is present. More speculatively, the AdAS will also help to investigate whether, besides its role as a vulnerability factor for other mental disorders, neuroatypicality may also increase patients’ resilience to certain kinds of life events.

From the point of view of research, the AdAS approach will help to investigate the genetic basis of autism. The DSM-5, in fact, still draws a line between what is autism and what is not, disregarding more subtle phenomena such as the broad autism phenotype or the subthreshold autism spectrum, spanning across the general population who do not fully meet criteria for ASD but who share, however, genetic underpinnings with the clinical population. While a reliable threshold for the diagnosis is essential in clinical practice, our search for neurobiological mechanisms may need some intermediate entities between the presence and the absence of a mental disorder. From this perspective, the AdAS approach will allow us to investigate more comprehensively the genetic underpinnings of autism, providing researchers with a broader range of autistic endophenotypes to be tested in their studies.

Further, such a spectrum approach has the potential to overcome the descriptive artifact of comorbidity. According to Krueger and Markon, proposed a “liability spectrum model” of comorbidity, mental disorders are the manifestation of latent liability factors that explain comorbidity by virtue of their impact on multiple disorders. According to such a model of comorbidity, the AdAS could help to assess individual deviations along a number of autistic dimensions, which may predispose patients to several mental disorders, that would explain the high rates of comorbidity between ASD and other psychiatric conditions. Just as a panic attack is conceptualized not only in the context of a specific disorder, but also as a transnosographic specifier for different disorders in the DSM-5, in the same way the assessment of AdAS could help clinicians to better define the physiopathology, course, vulnerability/resilience factors, and specificity in pharmacological and psychological treatment response of most mental disorders. From this perspective, some dimensions underlying autistic symptomatology (eg, social phobias, social withdrawal, proneness to rumination, obsessive perfectionism, rigidity, clumsiness, disturbance of empathy, anhedonia) could represent a sort of common autistic core of several mental conditions.

Ruminative thoughts, for example, have been shown to be associated with PTSD and the literature indicates a high incidence of multiple traumas in individuals with ASD, such that a few authors have speculated that ASD constitutes a vulnerability factor to PTSD after trauma exposure. Taken together, these data may suggest the intriguing hypothesis that subjects with ASD might be at higher risk of developing trauma- and stress-related disorders due to their proneness to rumination. We think that the revision and reconceptualization of Asperger’s work within the framework of such an AdAS model will allow the detection of symptoms that clinicians usually overlook, but which interfere with the vulnerability and the clinical presentation of most mental disorders. Eventually, we argue the AdAS model as a transnosographic dimension based on a neurodevelopmental physiopathology of mental disorders.
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